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HISTORY OF THE RESTORATION OF PAINTINGS 
IN NAPLES AND IN THE KINGDOM OF ìWO SICILIES 

IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY 

ALAIN SCI-INAI'P 

The antiquarian culture in Naples in the eighteenth century 

The history of Neapolitan antiquarianism is a complex history involving not only the court and Neapoli
tan exponents of the Enlightenment, but also érudits in all the major European countries and the "republic 
of letters". Through a reconstruction of the history of the excavations of the buried cities of liésuvius and the 
rediscovery of Greek vases, the present contribution aims to demonstrate that Naples was a laboratory far the 
foundation òf the modern sciences of antiquity in close relationship with the thought of the Enlightenment. 
The discovery of the past then became a key moment in the development and definition of the human sciences 
at the intersectzon between the history of religions, anthropology and archaeology. 

RESTORATION AND PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HERITAGE 

FARA Fusco 

The role of Court Restorer in Naples in the first half of the nineteenth century. The documentary sources 

The aim o.f the paper is to identify what it was that characterized the role of Court Restor-er in Naples in 
the first half of the nineteenth century, to define the role he played in the Bourbon royal household, and to 
elucidate the tasks he performed in the organization and administration of the artistic heritage of the king
dom. Th~ role of the artist restorer .in the serv_ice of the Ki'!lg, anq his involve'YI!ent in the Quadreria di Su~ 
Maestà, zs traced through alternatzng dynastzes and admznzstratzve systems: hzs tasks were defined, and hzs 
duties and prerogatives diversified, according to changing political and cultural needs. 

The study is based an the documentary sources containeil in the Archivi di Casa Reale, more specifìcally in 
the Adminzstrative Archive, and in the archives of the government bodies established to administer tlie artistic 
heritage, in particular, during the period in questzon, the Ministero degli Affari Interni and the Ministero della 
Pubblica Istruzione. The documentation examined throws light an the relations o( the Restauratore di Quadri 
with the Neapolitan court, with the institutions involved in the kingdom's cultura1 polic1 and with leading rep
resentatives òf the Administration. What emerges from these findings is the institutional role of Court Restorer 
incorporated in the personnel of the Royal H ousehold and operating in the close entourage of the King. 

The role of the Court Restorer of Naples in the first ha[! of the nineteenth century assumed an indepen
dent character, separate from but corrpfementary to that ofcourt painter, prior to the upheavals of the end of 
the century and also, albeit with dijjerent connotations, during the decade of French rule. Later, after the 
restoration o( the monarchy, the histor1 of this artist of the Royal H ouseholil seems to intenect with other 
fundamental roles of the Neapolitan ailministration, in the first instance that of court architect. 

The paper testifies, in any case, to the needs that determined the role of an artist restare?; connoisseur and 
conservationist as a trusted adviser of the King. 

PAOLA FARDELLA 

Restorers far public and private collections in Naples in the first half of the nineteenth century 

The period from the last decade o( the eighteenth to the first three decades of the nineteenth century was 
characterized, throughout Europe, 6y radical upheavals at the politica! and social level. The 'system of art', 
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it too, was redefined, and the relation between patron and ar"tist progressively transformed. At the same lime 
the market in old masters was swollen by an enormous quantity of paintings dispersed due to the economie 
decline of the great aristocratic families or such traumatic events as plunder and expropriation. Their 
appearance on the art market .favour-ed a generai redistribution of the m'tistic heritage in pnvate possessi an. 
Tliis more rapid circulation of paintings gave a new impulse to the wo1·k of r-estorers. /t also contributed to 
the specialization and differentzation oj professional roles traditionaLly lumped together, since they all shared 
the same basic artistic sfizlls: painters, copien, restorers, connoisseun and aealers. 

In Naples, numerous sources mention the plunder and fire that gutted some famous private collections, 
especially during the revolutionary year of 1799. But few documents have hitherto been traced that help to 
reconstruct the materia[ history oj the paintings dispersed, their changing ownership and the restorations to 
which they were subjected. H ere r-ecourse has 5een had instead to indire et sources, sue h as the documentation 
relating to the paintings offered far sale by private collectors lo the Rea! Museo Borbonico in the course of 
the nineteenth century, the curricula of the restorers who applied lo work in the service of this royal institu
tion; and some usefully annotated sale catalogues. Using such sour-ces, the author has tried to identify which 
local restorers, familiar especially thanks to their collaboration with the Rea! Museo, were also copiers, col
lectors, dealers and consultants: they include Raffaele and Federico Ciappa, Saverio Ruggiero, Benedetto 
Castellano, Gioacchino Scognamiglzo, Gaetano Calì. Those best documented in their relations with private 
collectors are Aniello D'Aloysio ana Paolina Girgenti. The latter was employed in the controversia[ restora
tion of a painting of the 'Baptism of fesus' then attributed to Orbetto. Commissioned by_ the conte Gaetano 
Gizzi, suspendetl, and then resumea by Benedetto Castellano, this restoration was bitterly criticized by 
Michele Arditi, Director of the Rea! Galleria, w ho could boast of some expertise in restoration thanks to hzs 
passion as a collector o( old masters that had led him to commission numerous restorations from the 'school' 
·ar Friedrich Anders. I12e wish explicitly expressed by the Crown to call to Naples a skilled professionallike 
Anders, not only to carry aut restorations in loco, but to help train local painters, thus bore fruit and found 
use(ul support among private collectors. 

Other questions still remain unanswered: by what criteria did Neapolitan restorers work? Did they adopt 
a different method in their intervention on paintings exhibited in private collections than they did in restor
ing those in the property_ of the Bourbon royal famiry, and if so was it the patrons themselves that encouraged 
them lo do so? The studies of Paola D'Alconzo have shown that an approach of minimum intervention was 
often adopted, far various reasons, in the restoration of paintings in the royal collection. As far as amateur 
restoration is concerned, the evidence is more meagre and contradictory; but the tendency to intervene more 
liberally, or more rashly, on private paintings seems to be confirmed in Naples, as elsewhere. 

In at least one case, however, quzte the apposite situation is encounterea: when a panel painting of 'St. 
jerome' now attributed lo Bartolomeo Caporali, but then considered a rare work of Colantonio, was pur
chased from the prince of Sangiorgio in 18 4 3, it was found to ha ve the added value of no t having been 
restored or over-painted in any way and was thus hailed as a touchstone useful far resolving an art-histor
ical querelle that was then agitating the circles of European connoisseurship, namely, tlie question who 
deserved credit far having been the first to use oil painting. An amateur was thus able lo make an important 
contribution to a question that was acquiring growing importance in the eyes of art history, then in the 
process of refining its analytical methods. 

UMBERTO BILE 

Stanislao d'Aloe, inspector of monuments. 
Conservation and restoration in Naples between 1840 and 1848 

In 1839, the Neapolitan Minister far the Interior Nicola Santangelo, in presenting the draft far a new 
decree on the conservation o( monuments, recalled the failure o( the law of 1822 which had been unable to 
prevent the depredation of the artistic heritage and in particu(ar to curb the practice of entrnsting restora
tion to inexpert hands. To redress this damaging practice, Santangelo reviveri the role of inspector of nwnu
ments in each province, and prescribed that each restoration be authorized by the Minzstry, in close consul
tation with the Accademia di Belle Arti. The new decree therefore imposed controls on restoration, aimed at 
ensuring that conservation be sound. /t obliged owners o( monuments or works o( art to take due care of 
them at their own expense. In the first years of the implementation of the new law, however, the role of 
inspector generai of monuments seemed quite secondary. 
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A major role in the field of restoration, on the other hand, was played by Camillo Guerra, professar of 
painting at the Real Istituto di Belle Arti and member of_ the Accademia di Belle Arti. In particular, he jJer
Jormed a constant role of supervision in his direction of the restorations carried out on works in the Real 
Museo, adopting conservative principles in the conviction that the intervention should be limited to prevent
ing progressive aeterioration. Guerra's role was also extended to the territory. He was called, as a technical 
expert, to express a competent op_inion on the state of conservation and any necessary restoration of works of 
art preservea in the churches oJ Naples. H e remained a convinced proponent of the notion that, as far as 
restoration is concerned, only professwnals, and in particular artists, were competent for the task,Jor on1y they 
were able to discern the importance of works of art and to recommend appropriate methods an techniques. 

During these same years, Stanislao d'Aloe, a young scholar of Calabrian origin, a great connoisseur of art 
but not an artist himself, rose to prominence as a conservationzst. In 1844 he was commissioned to write the 
chapters relating t o the churches · of Naples for the guidebook to the city which was to be published t o coincide 
with the 7111 Scientific Congress ofthe ltalians, to be held in Naples in 1845. In p_ursuit ofthis task he had 
occasion to denounce the zrreparable damage caused by restorers whom he branded severally as i{{norant, 
rash or downright barbarous. Appointed inspector of monuments for the p_rovince of Naples in !846, he 
tried to reform tnis post with a wiae-ranging and innovative programme of conservation measures. But his 
efforts were resisted by such entrenched powers as the Accademw ai Belle Arti, then dominated by Guerra, by 
(fte indi(fèrence of the administrative authority - the intendente of the Province of_ Nap_les - to which he 
was su6ordinate, and by a depressing situation in which the disinterest of owners of works of art, the ama
teurishness, or improvisation, of untrained restorers and the unwillingness to invest resources continued to 
hamper the birth of a new and wider consciousness of conservation. 

As inspector, d'Aloe performed his role with zeal and with skill. H e assumed personal responsibility for the 
whole administrative procedure, denounced the work of bunglin{{ restorers to the intendente, proposed 
skilled personnel for the interventions and dictated methods and techniques. H e prescribed in particular that 
each restoration be subject to a certificate of approva! by the inspector of monuments. He continually 
demanded that restorers give proof of specific competence and prescrzptive capacity. 

The fragmentation ofyurisaiction between various bodies, tlie conjused distribution of tasks between them, 
in effect prevented any · ef(ective action by the public administratwn in the field of conservation. /t was 
preRrable, according to rfAloe, that the task be assigned to a single post or a single body exclusively engaged 
in this delicate field~ 

ARTURO FITTIPALDI 

Conservation, legislation and museum science in post-unification Naples 

The paper provides, in brief, the institutional fr_amework within which to place the problems linked to the 
restoration ofpaintings in post-unification Naples. The chosen approach zs that of the legislation for the 
conservation of cultura! properties and in particular the provisions that organized the conservation and 
management o( ancient monuments. A key piece of legislation from this point of view was the decree of 7 
December 1860. On this basis the author analyses tliose factors that display continuity with the previous 
Bourbon administration, and those that mark a breach with it. The latter are evident in the selection o( 
senior personnel, in the planning of restorations, and in the different patrimonial consideration of_ the cut
tural prop_erties present in the territory of the former kingdom of the Two Sicilies. Another fundamentq,l 
aspect is the diafectic between two di(fèrent administrative models - centralization and decentralization -
which strongly conditioned the development of the protection of the art-historical heritage of united Italy. 

FABIO DE CHIRICO 

Michele De Napoli inspector of the Museo Nazionale: 
some problems of conservation and restoration between 1860 and 1862 

The career of the 1!aulian painter Michele De Napoli (Terlizzi, 1808-1892) is particularly revealing for 
the complex hzstory o restoration in Naples in the second half of the nineteenth century. A pa_in:ter of acad
emic tradition, pupi of the well-known exponent of neoclasszcism Costanzo Angelini, he partzczpatea in the 
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debate on the renewal of the cultura! institutions of the Bourbon cajJital, first b1 ermnciating theoretical 
ideas and then by (ìlling irnportant jJUblic and artistic positions: he became, tlwugh only briefly, Direct01· of 
the Istituto di Belle Artz and later fnspector {or the Museo Nazionale. The pictw-e that emerges is tlwt of a 
cornplex and wide-ranging personalitv, in wlwm the orthodox academic painter is ovedaid by the ft.tr-sight
ed and innovative conservationist of iuorks o{ art and the libera! and pmgressive rnan of public life. 

As Inspector, cornrnissioned to r-eorganize tfze myal collection of paintings ( quadreria) (a post he filled till 
1863, the year· of his r-eturn to Terlizzi), De NajJoli had an ojJpO?·tunitv to put into practice his expertise and 
ideas in the field of r-estoration. His jJrofoundly modern concept of the protection an d conservation of the 
ar-t-histor·ical heritage as a pr-eventive and glo/5al action of the musewn context' is clearly evinced by a col
lection of letteTS and reports preserved in the Archivio Storico of the Soprintendenza Archeologica oj Naples 
and Caserta and by documents in the ATchivio di Stato in Rome. Reacting against the well-consolidated 
practice o{ subjecting works to often traumatic and in-eveTSible restorations, Jollowed by periodic coats of var
nish, witli the aim or 'r-efi-eshing' the pictorial surface according to the tlzen reigning taste and aesthetics, De 
NajJoli championerl (though ojten unheeded) a conser·vationist approach aimed at pr-eventing the progres
sive deterioration not only of the individuai work of art, but of the museum context as a whole. Indeerl he 
declared himseif "apertamente contrario a' ristauri" and préRTred instead a process of regular rnainte
nance. Formatwn, conservation and fruition were the three fondamenta! aspects that characterized his 
activity as Inspector of the Museo Nazionale. In tackling the problems o{ conservation and Testoration, he 
often seems lo have anticipated the rnodern rnethodological debate, thoug/2 he neveT articulated his ideas in 
tlze fonn of a systernatic treatise; perhaps that would have been inconceivable foT a man wlw was essentially 
an artist and not a theorist. 

DoNXL\ LEVI 

Cavalcaselle in Naples 

In the second half of the nineteenth century, in the couTSe of his vaTious journeys, the art histoTian G.B. 
Cavalcaselle caTTiea aut a rneticulous reconnaissance of the fourteenth anil fifteenth century j?ictorial her
itage of Naples and its province. H e did so also with the help of the drawings in which he 'fixed" in his 
rnernory the works of art he had seen. These explorations, which form the basis of the modern hzstoTiography 
of the art of the period, were conducted with paTticular attention paid to the state of conservation oj works 
of aTt. The link, always present in the WOTk of Cavalcaselle between the histoTiographical investigation o{ 
woTks o{ aTt and theiT conseroation cleaTly emages in his tTeatment of the paintings of Naples. The aTtide 
is based on the suTviving notes, rninutes and drawings of G. B. Cavalcaseile and on some unpublished let
teTS of DemetTio Salazaro. 

ROSANNA DE GENNARO 

Cavalcaselle in Sicily and questions of r-estoration 

ThTee manusaipt Memorie of Cavalcaselle aTe pTeserved in the Ar-chivio Centrale dello Stato in Rorne. 
The thiTd of these contains a draft of his fundarnental tTeatise Sulla conservazione dei Monumenti e degli 
Oggetti di Belle Arti e sulla Riforma dell'Insegnamento Accademico, published in 1863. In this text, in 
which he propounded a modern organic programme of safeguard and conservation of the aTtistic heTitage of 
the new !talzan State, Cavalcasel[e devotea particulaT attention to the pmblems of Testoration and in par
ticular -following his journey to Sicily a few yeaTS pTeviously - to that of rnosaic Testoration. In Sici[y, in 
paTtic'!!'lar, he had appreciate~ the q_uality of tlie. Test~rations of t~2e rr;-osaics i'!7- the çhoiT. of the Cathedral o{ 
Cefalu conducted by the équipe oJ Rasano Rzolo zn 1857. Rzola s expenence zn thzs field was alTeacfy 
long-standing: in 1840 he has TestoTed the mosaics in the Cappella Palatina, based on his TeseaTch into the 
composition oJ the oTiginal imp_asto and the modus operandi Of the ancient rnosaicists. Subsequently Cavai
caselle suppoTted, unjorlunately without Tesult, the aeation afa School foT rnosaic Testoration in tlie island. 
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Cavalcaselle had trave/led lo Sicily to di?-ectly familiarise himself with the island's m'tistic heritage. But he 
also made a fJoint of annotating the state of conservation of the wm·ks of art he saw; he drew attention to 
those that had been poorly restored and especially stigmatiseii those subjected to total rifacimento. The notes 
and drawings contained in his Taccuini represent tlie first systematic reconnaissance of Sicily's artistic her
itage, never isolated from concem far· its conservation. 

NADIA BARRELLA 

Reflections on restoration in the activities of the Provincia! Commissions 
for the Conservation of Neapolitan Monuments 

In the years immediately following the unification of Italy, Naples was able to offerto the new State a sig
nificant contribution to the definition of a system of conservation on a national scale. This was thanks not 
least to the Soprintendenza directed by Fiorelli, to the many commissions for conservation that worked with
in it and to tlìe city's newly created museums. Studies have long identifzed the personnel and procedures of 
this decentralized service of conservation. Far less studied, on the other hand, are the specific questions tack
led by these institutions, the methodological principles on which conservation was based, and the cultura[ 
debate that motivated the conservational strategies. The present paper attempts to elucidate these questions. 
!t focuses, in particular, on the interest devoted to restoration by the two provincia! Commissions for Conser
vation, active between 1866 and the early years of the twentzeth century. The inventories compiled by the 
Provincia! Advisory Commission between 1866 and 187 5 and the well-known case of the frescoes of Anto
nio Salario (lo Zingaro) in the Chiostro del Platano in Naples are used as methods of evaluation. Totally 
unpublished, the inventor"ies of the Provincia! Commission are a valid means of assessing the progressive 
growth of interest in and examination of the state of conservation of works of art. This led not only to a 
refinement of the skills needed to interpret and attribute them and a signifzcant enrichment of the "technical" 
terms to indicate their state of conservation, but also to the overcoming o! the idea of the inventory as a mere 
administrative tool. Inventorying works of art became, in the hands of the commissioners, an opportunity to 
denounce neglect and often to propose conservational measures. 

The case oj the frescoes in the Chiostro del Platano is rapidly reviewed. !t enables fresh light to be thrown 
on the conservational debate in Naples at the time. Especzally under Fiorelli, the Soprintendenza began to 
place the emphasis on the need to overcome obsolete professional roles involved in conservation and to cr-e
ate, through specially trained personnel, the presuppositions for new roles within the sector of the pmtection 
of the cultural heritage. 

PROTAGONISTS AND TECHNTQUES OF RESTORATION IN APLES 

IRE1 E BRAGANTINI 

The documentation of ancient frescoes 

An examination of the reproductions of ancient paintings executed by draughtsmen in the service of the 
Bourbon administration between the mid-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth century clarifies the goals oJ this 
extensive work of documentation, enunciated also in the contemporary sources relating to them. The task of 
reproducing mural paintings or decorative details to illustrate tlìe volumes of the Antichità di Ercolano was 
complemented but soon replaced - concurrently with the perception of the zrremediable deterioration of the 
paintings and the consequences of the practice òf detaching them from the walls - by the task of preserving 
the memory of the whole of the painted wall. In the debate on the methods of conservation for paintings, the 
role of documentation was progressively modified: it carne to assume itself a kind of conservational ro[e. The 
problems of preserving ancient murals were perceived to be virtually insoluble; hence the crucial role of 
draughtsmen as a way of preserving them on paper. 
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ANGELANDREINA RORRO 

The earliest chemical analyses of ancient mural paintings 

The paper· describes the first steps in diagnostic researrh and investigation in the field of chemistry applied 
to works of art, beginning with the pioneering work of Chaptal, whose best known treatise, Chemistry 
Applied to the Arts, was translated into Italian in Naples in 1'808, just a year after the Fr-ench fint edition. 

Dur·ing the first decade o{ the century, the passion of Caroline Murat far archaeology, her confidential 
1-elations with Chaptal anrf the fortunate discovery at Pompeii of a colourman's shop zn fact gave a new 
impulse to the specìfic study of tne raw materials used in ancient paintings. 

Another pioneer zn this pdd was the chemist Sir Humphry Davy. H e analysed samples of colourfc!und in 
Pompeii, identifying their pigments and binding agents, and, where present, finishes in wax. H e also com
pare d the results thus obtazned with those known from the ancient sources, reaching conclusions very similar 
to those of modem analyses. 

BRUNO ARCIPRETE 

Paintings as a source far the identification of nineteenth century techniques of restoration: 
some case studies 

Works of art contain fJr-ecious information on their techniques of execution and the successive conserva
tiana! measures to which they were subjected in the couTSe of lime. B1 careful analysis it has been fJossible to 
deduce and in part clarify tlie quality òf the various restorations conductea on some paintings in the Certosa 
of San Martino in Naples. The pazntings were insfJected by the restorer Friedrich Anders, w/w arrived in 
Naples in 1787, and judged by him disastrous. 17·w present article focuses on the visual examination of 
these works and in particu1ar on the nineteenth century restorations conducted on the large panel painting 
of the ltdoration oj the Magi' by Cesare da Sesto, now in the Museo di Capodimonte. Anotlier case studiea 
is that of some pazntings on canvas executed by the Neapolitan painter Pietro Bardellino, modified in form 
and dimension by the painter himself after completing the first version, using methods derived from the 
world of restoratzon. Another problem discussed is that -of nineteenth century methods of relining paintings; 
their characteristics and consequent advantages and defects are assessed. 

MARIA IDA CATALANO 

The arriva! of Domenichino's 'Guardian Angel' in Naples and its restoration by Friedrich Anders 

A chance documentary rediscovery has enabled the author to identify with certainty the painter w/w 
restored and re-integrated the truncated upper part o{ the well-known fJainting by Domenichzno depicting 
the 'Guardian Angel' in the collections of the Museo Ji Capodimonte. I-fe was the German restorer Friedrich 
Anders, bom in Dresden, a friend of Mengs, Winckelmann and Cavaceppi. H e was calledfrom Rome to the 
court of Naples and involved, through tlie painter Philipp Hackert, in the restoration of some o{ the most 
imfJortant paintings in the Famese collection. Anders was an exceptional personality, recalled hy Goethe, 
wlio in one of his 1esser known writings praised his balanced approach to painting. The complexity of the 
influences at work on the restorer has been confìrmed by a critical analysis oj his intervention on Domenichi
no's painting. H ere it has been possible to eva{uate the technical skills of the restorer, active in years in which 
a complex process of aesthetic maturation was distinguishing the concepts of what was fake ;rom what was 
originai, and what the tasks of restoration were. Anders eschewed any camouflaging intention. In his 
restorations, he drew a clear demarcation between what was genuine, and what was modem; and the dis
tinction he explicitly drew between them, · also in his choice oj materials and the procedures he adopted, is 
singularly modem. 
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LUISA MARTORELLI 

Decorators and Testorers in the Palazzo Reale at Portici 

A systematic transformation of the eif{hteenth century rooms in the Palazzo Reale (or Reggia) at Portici 
took place in the course of the nzneteenth century, beginning from the decade of French rule zn Naples. This 
dete~mined not only an alteration in the functions oj the rooms, but especially a totalTenovation oftheir dec
oratzon. As a result the roy_al palace changed character· comjJletely: t7u rooms assumed a less majestic, less 
ostentatious and more residential character. 

A series of craftsmen, almost all Neapolitan worked inside the Tesidence o[ Portici uninterruptedly between 
1806 and 1836. Engaged in the transformation of the wall decorations, jìTSt of the Bourbon dynasty and 
t/un of the Napoleonzc ref{ime, they realized a decorative system characterized by symbolic values of a politi
ca! nature. During the Napoleonic decade, this was expressed in a less solemn and more measurea form. 

Despite successzve politzcal changes, decorators were in continuous employment in the palace. They 
worked according to a criterion of maintenance and refurbishment, with a view to "reorganzzing", "mod
emizing" and "renovating" the apartment. 

These same decorators were also the craftsmen engaged in a large part of the work of ''pictorial retouch
ing" of the walls frescoed in the eighteenth century, though their interventions were confined to the decora
tive parts. Two main painters can be identified as restorers of the decorations: Gennaro Bisogni, in the role 
of ornamental painter, active at Portici from 1806 to 1836 ({late ofhis death), and Giovanni Pittarelli, doc
umented at Portici as early as 1803 as painter of the frieze in the queen's bedroom. The master-decorator, 
in his intervention, aimed at a uniform conception of the work, without drawing any kind of distinction 
between the new decoration and the restoration of the pre-existing painting. 

GABRJELLA PRJSCO 

Research on the varnishes used by painters from the early nineteenth century to the unification of Italy 

The paper examines the history of the experiments aimed at developing protective varnishes for applica
tion to the mural paintings excavated in the ancient cities buried by the eruption of Vésuvius in 79 AD, 
either in museums or in situ. 

The various experiments conducted in the period taken into examination -from the French decade to the 
early 1860s - ha ve a number of characteristics in common: no specific skills were requested of the inventar 
of the varnish; he had a rif{ht to maintain secrecy about its components and recipe; experiments more often 
than not were conducted dìrectly on the murals themselves; final judgement was deferred to a commission 
which, given the aforesaid right to secrecy, limited itself to observing empirically, in the short term, the inter
action oetween protective varnish and ancient murai; the varnish was almost always conceived as the only 
and miraculous J!.rovision to be taken to counteract the deterioration of ancient frescoes. 

The one sif{nijjcant exception to this rule is that of the experiments conducted by the painter Andrea 
Celestino in the first two decades of the century. His scientific 1"Zf{Our was sometimes a f{OOd deal greater than 
that of his patrons. On his death, the preparation he inventea jèll into disuse and the various destructive 
experzments, conducted with the above-described criteria, were resumed. Not until the late 1850s did the 
commission then in office suggest that the varnish invented by Celestino be revived. 

Paradoxically, this varnish, despite the fact that the recipe for it was known, was prepared and applied 
with many misunderstandings. This was not the least reason why it was fìnally abandoned in favour of the 
mixture of wax and gasoline invented by Raffaele Piria in the early 1860s; it continued to be used at Pom
peii, with minor varzations, until very recent times. 

PAOLA D'ALCONZO 

Restorations and restorers in the Real Museo Borbonico in the 1820s 

The author examines the restoration activity_ conducted in the Real Museo Borbonico in the 1820s. The 
choice of this particular period was determinea by the availability of an extremely compact and eloquent doc-
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umentarv materia[ and by its coincidence with a crucial transitional period in the hisL01)1 of the progressive 
display ofthe royal collection ofpaintings (quadreria) within the museum. The author's azm is to ducidate 
some important pmblems in this process: the mle of the academic institutions - often, but not always, in 
conflict with the museum administmtion -in the selection of restorers and of the works on which to inter
vene, and in the evaluation of the guality of the restomtions; the consequent question ~f the greate1· or !ess
er guamntee offàed, in this specifzc field, by sujJer·vision by a panel of intellectuals, mther than 'teclmi
cians', such as painters; the apparent pr·iority oj museological aver conservational criteria in the choice of 
the paintings most urgently in need oj restomtion; the incompetence of museum administrators to express a 
view about the quality of the restomtions carried out and on the skills of the restoren hir-ed to conduct them, 
with Ju«gements that seem in our ey_es pe·1-emptory and haphazard; the oppr--essive weight o{ a bur-eaucracy 
which, ij it enables us today to follow (in the surviving paperwork) the cumbenome decision-making 
process, seems almost to lose sight of the sense of the opemtzon itself, concealing it in the meshes of a constar·Lt 
activity of pmgmmming, devoid at times of any pmctical 1-esult; and lastly, the identification of the tech
niques of r-estomtion that chamcterized the interventions (aver a hundr-ed) conducted in the space of a few 
yean. 

A:'-JNA CHIARA ALABISO 

The monumental cornplex of San Mar'tino: restomtions of the Certosa and the Museum 

The history of the conser·vation of the monumental complex of San Martino, among the most illustrious 
and celebmted in Europe, is natumlly linked to the successive historical events that {ollowed its jr;J'Undation. 

After its suppression in 1806, and the requisition of 350 jJaintings from San Martino, the chur"Ch itself 
was subjected to prolonged maintenance work in the early years of t7u nineteenth century. After the exp_u{
sion of the monks in 1807, the Certosa was assigned to the custoaianship of Antonio Ranieri (recordea in 
some aocuments as Gennaro), w/w assumed responsibility fqr its op_ening to the public, its regular mainte
nance and probably also small "adjustments" to the workS òf art with results such as to be mentioned in some 
guidebooks of the period. 

The only systematic project for the restomtion o{ the paintings o{ the Certosa dates to 1855-1857, as may 
be deduced by a long correspondence conducted in these years between the Società Reale Borbonica, the 
Prince of Bisignano, maggiordomo maggiore and Geneml Superintendent of the Real Casa, the Minister 
for Ecclesiastica! Affairs and Public Instruction and the Prior oj San Marino, published by Fernanda Capo
bianco in 1989. 

Solicited by the monks, the king of Naples Ferdinand II was once again directly involved in the question. 
The work was to be conducted under the supervision of the Società Reale Borbonica through the Accademia 
di Belle Arti, which had the task of controlling the competence of the restorers, the choice of materials, and 
the success of the interventions. A panel of professors at the Real Istituto di Belle Arti was formed. It con
sisted of the painters Gabriele Smargiassi, Giuseppe Mancinelli and Benedetto Castellano, whose activities 
as a restorer, also cited by Chiarini, zs already documented in the Certosa. The three experts visited the Cer
tosa room by room and correctly identifìed the problerns of the dilapidated roofs as a priority; they declared 
that "such restomtions cannot be undertaken unless the roo{ be fìrst repaired, with a solid system". The state 
of the conservation of the paintings was also carefully analyserl 

In the meticulous programme oj restomtion, tJie role of varnish was rightly_ confìned to one of protection 
and fìnal presentation of the wor-ks. Concern was also expressed, interestingly, a5out what ty_pe òf varnish 
should be used: a preference was expressed {or mastic varnish, presumably connected with the need for its 
application to be reversible. Relining and deaning are proposea only where necessary. It was also jJroposed 
to eliminate any_ previous retouches considered extensive, before proceeding to new integrations. The exp_erts 
also drew up a list of suitable craftsmen for the execution of the restoration. They distinguished between those 
qualifìed to restare paintings that required major intervention: "tlu restorers" Agostino Guzzi, Achille Fiore, 
Giacchino Scognamiglio, Gaetano Calì and Salvator-e Castellano, and those that could operate on simple 
situations: "the artists" Brancanio, Pietro Minutolo and Giuseppe Pucciarelli. So the riskier operations 
were entrusted to the restorers, and the less problematic ones to the artists, with a precise and deliberate dis
tinction of roles. 
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SIL\'L\ BORDI ' l 

Domenico Niorelli and the restomtion of the frescoes of Antonio Salario in Naples ( 1868-1869) 

Undertaken in eady 1868, the restomtion o{ the frescoes of Antonio Sola'rio in the Chiostm del Platano in 
Naples was inter-rwjJted in Febmary 1869 Jollowing the vociferous protests of a ffro'up o{ artists at the Isti
tuto di Belle A1'ti. The pmtest concerned zn particular the use of wax to consolidate the paintings by the 
Testare?· Mazzarese, w/w, in the view of the painten, had travestied the colours of the fresco and, with his 
retouches, had accentuated the damage caused by humidity and by previous r-estorations. The dispute gave 
Tise to a lively debate (documented in the Archivio Centrale dello Stato in Rome) between the TestoTer, the 
artists, the Advisory Commission of Fine Arts in Naples and a group of chemists an what mate1·ials should, 
OT should not, be used in the restoration of mura! paintings. 

The argument also concerned the definition of t7Le role ztself of the restorer: with the contribution in jJaT
ticular oj Domenico Morelli, the competence of Testoren and òf the Commission far conservation was ptaced 
in doubt, and the authoTity of artists vindicated. The controver-sy exemplifies a p_articular and contraaictory 
transitional phase in the conception and principles o{ restoration, torn between the modern need far a reform 
of methods and materials and the defènce of the traàitional identity of the ar"tist-restorer. 

LAURA GIUSTI 

The nineteenth century restoration of the frescoes of Donnaregina in Naples 

The restoration of the fourteenth century frescoes in the Neapolitan church of Santa Maria Donnaregina 
Vecchia was conducted between 18 7 7 and 18 7 8. 

The methods and techniques used in the restoration can be r-econstructed in detail through a comparative 
examination of the documents and correspondence relating to it, the photographs publishea by E. Bertaux in 
1899 and the detailed observation o{ the state of conservation of the fTescoes conducted in the cour-se of the 
most recent restomtion in 1981-19&6. 

In 1876 the church was identifìed as the site far the prospective Museo Civico, and in the following year 
a commission of experts drew up a project far the restoration of the frescoes, which even today is strikinf{ far 
the meticulousness ·a{ its formulation. The inteTvention was assigned to the painteT Fmncesco Autoriello, a 
teacher at the Accadémia di Belle Arti in Naples and illustratoT of Demetrio Salazar's Studi sui Monumen
ti dell'Italia Meridionale (1871 ). I t was to consist in cleaning with bread crumbs, consolidation and dis
tempeTing of the plaster; these operations weTe to be assigned to an expert stuccoeT (''valente stuccatore"). 
Only later was pzctorial integratzon, no t envisaged at all zn the preliminary _planning phase, countenanced, 
but it was limited to the reconstruction of the aTchitectural mouldings that Jrame the individua! scenes. 

The restoration as a whole conformed with the contemporary methods of conseTvation formulated by Giovan 
Battista Cava/caselle, which aimed at simple conservation and were firmly opposed to amateur Testoration. 

BEVONO NAPLES: A CONFl~ONTATION OF EXPERIENCES 

ALICE HOPPE-HARNONCOURT 

The Napoleonic Wars and the case of Heinrich FugeT 
diTectoT of the Imperia! Gallery in Vienna (1806-1818) 

The age of.the Napoleo!Lic J:Vars repTesen~s a particular-ly Ìf!-leresting perioq•in the histo:y of conser-vation 
at the Imperzal Galler-y zn T7-enna. Heznrz~h F_uger- .was Dzrector- oJ the pzcture collectzon from 1806 to 
1818. Hzs correspondence wzth the r-esponszble zmperzal office, the so- called Oberstkammereramt, reveals 
many details about the events in the lije of the galleTy. We learn, how the paintings were packed befor-e they 
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were evacuated, in what condition they n!tumed jjom thei1·long tr·ips, how they were restar-ed and by whom; 
and, last but not least, we get an imp1-ession of wlwt was meant by the word "restomtion" at that time. 
Fuger's actions to restare the collection did not affect the paintings as much as the ma;'or- r·estomtion cam
pazgn initiated under the fo/lowing directoTjosefRebell. 

ELKE 0BERTILALER 

The restomtion campaign in the Imperia! Gallery in Vienna directed by josef Rebell (1824-1828) 

A paTticularly inter-esting phase far the history of restoration was the period during which the painter j. 
Rebell fìlled the post of DirectoT of the Imperia! Picture Gallery in Vienna. 

josef Rebell was the first in the history of the imperia! picture gallery wlw focused his attention expressis 
verbis an the condition of the gallery and of its paintì·n s. On tlie basis o( lus own evaluation of thezr con
servation, he formulated a wide-mnging pwgmmme o restoration whicli was subsequently ajJpwved. 

Rebell was r-esponsible far establishzng a laboratory or relining and recmdling paintings. Ut·rious ar'tists 
were employed, zn addition to the personnel then in service, (or restoring, cleanzng and retouching the pie
tures in the gallery. Interventions were also conducted an the building o( the Upper Belvedere, where the 
imperia[ gal[ery was t/un situated. They included the installation o( a modem (far those times) centrai heat
ing system using hot air, the so-called Meibner heating system. The storeroom /()T paintings was enlarged 
and remodelled. A complete inventory of all the paintings in the collection was also drawn up. 

The measures taken by Rebell were (even by modern standards) an a huge scale. They represent the great
est restoration carnpaign so far conducted in the history of the IrnpeTial Gallery, now the Kunsthistonsches 
Museum. Although no detazled documentation of the restorations carried aut was prepared, interesting data 
about the conception and procedure of restoration can be obtained thanks to surviving archival docurnents 
and especially thanks to tlie exchange of letters between Rebell and the Oberstkammerer, the court treasur
er in charge o( the imperial collectzons. Apart from the written sources, the paintings too yield important 
inforrnation ahout the history of restoration. In this paper I have tried to combine the information derived 
from documents with the observations made directly jrom the paintings thernselves. 

MARIA CARMEN CARRETERO MARCO 

Manuel Napoli in Spain 

The paper· reconstructs the car-eer, in rnany ways exemplary, of the Neapolitan restoreT and painter 
Manue1 Napoli. In 1776, having been awarded a bursary òy Charles III of Bourbon, he went to study the 
techniques ofpainting, and perhaps also of restoration, in Rome. On his retum in Naples, he was appoint
ed to the Galleria Reale of Capodzrnonte in 1790. There he worked under the direction o( Friedrich Anders, 
the German restorer and pupil of Mengs, who had been called to the court through tlie mediation of the 
painter Philipp Hackert. VV1ten Naples was occupied by the French, Manuel Napoli went into exile. He 
arrived in Spain in 1802, wher-e he would remain till his death ( 1831 ). There, his career as a painter and 
restorer was chequered. But the years in which he dedicated himself to the r-estoration and conservation of the 
works in the Buen Retiro won hirn the adrniration of Goya. 

MARINY GUTTILLA 

From the precepts of Mazzarese to the profession of Luigi Aloisio Pizzillo. 
Methods and experiences of pictorial restoration in nineteenth century Sicily 

The reconstruction of the history of the conservation of the fresco known as the 'Paradiso' in the Palazzo 
Sclafani in Palermo, painted by Pietro Novelli in 1633, exemplifies the procedures implemented by the gov
emment bodies responsible far conservation in the Kingdom of Naples Jrom 1814 to 1868. 

The action of sa(eguard undertaken by the Bourbon government from the close of the eighteenth century 
to 1860 is attested by the documents of the govemment authorities of the Ministry of the Interior and M in-
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istry of Foreign Affairs in Naples and, at the locallevel, by the Luogotenenza Generale in Sicily and the 
Commission of Antiquities and Fine Arts. These sources testify to the complex debate then begun on the meth
ods and techniques of restoration. 

Exemplary in this r-egard is the history of the r-estoration of Novelli's fresco in the Palazzo Sclafani. 
Fmm 1844 it was at the centr·e of a heated debate and a flur-ry of repor-ts, appraisals, appeals and 
restoration proposals. The debate was prolonged for thirty years without any final solution being r-eached, 
other than limited interventions such as the r-eproduction of the entire composition in drawings, the appli
cation of a not other-wise specified wax to the contour-s and the use of a jìxative in the for-m of a coating 
ofvarnish. 

The names of the protagonists of this complex and protracted affair- - connoisseurs, restor-en, painters 
and members of the Commission - often Tecur in the aocuments cited and par-tially transcribed in {fie paper. 
The history of the conservation o( Novelli's fresco, in theory and practice, thus provides a cross-section ofthe 
situation zn the fìeld of pictoria[ r-estoration; it throws ligltt on the quality and range of the debate and the 
professional skills of the individua[ restoren, whose activity has hitherto been totally ignored. r 

FuTther interventions on the fresco were later proposed: cleaning, removal of varnishes, retouches limit
ed to the integration of small areas of jlaking pigment. But these interventions were ineffective without 
prior consolidation of the wall support, seriously damaged by infiltrations of water. The detachment of the 
fresco eventually became necessary. This was a difficult operation, not only due to the size of the fresco and 
its dilapidated condition, but also due to the Lack of an expert restorer. After years o( bureaucratic 
stonewalling, only the upper parts of the fresco wer-e detached in 1874. The rest of the worli was irrepara
bly lost. 

To conduct the detachment of the fresco, the restorer Salvatore Mazzarese was proposed. Son of the 
painter and r-estorer Giuseppe, he was then active al Messina. Recent studies have shown that Salvatore 
Mazzarese was one of the most sought a(ter restorers of his time. H e was experienced in the cleaning of 
paintings, and in the technique of detacliing frescoes, which he had already experimented in Palermo and 
in Messina. !t was just his experience, after personal evaluation of the state of conservation o( the fresco, 
which led Mazzarese to advise against the detachment of the fresco which would not, he said, achieve a 
"go od result ". 

The minutes o( the Commission contain the names o( other protagonists in the field of pictorial restoration 
in the nineteenth century: the artists Valeria Villareale, Giuseppe Velasco, Giuseppe Patania, Salvatore Lo 
Forte, together with less well known painter-s active in the practice of restoration, such as Matteo Mauro, 
Giuseppe Mazzarese with his sons Giuseppe junior and Sa[vatore himself, Luigi Aloisio Pizzillo, Giovanni 
Patricoìo and Francesco Padovani. 

In this way an overall picture emerges of the changing role of the restorer in nineteenth century Sici
ly. At first restoration was exercised by the best known artists of the day w/w only occasionally devoted 
themselves to restoration, later by minor painter-copiers w/w divided their time, in equal measure, 
between art and restoration, and lastly by professiona[ restorers who worked exclusively in the practice of 
restoration. 

LUIGIA MELILLO FAEl\'ZA 

New observations on the Tomb of the Dancers from Ruvo 

Durin!{ conservation measures conducted by the Soprintendenza Archeologica of Naples on the painted 
panels oj the tomb, interesting observations were maae on the technique used in its painting and on early 
restorations, essentially integrations of mimetic type using a foundation of gesso and animal glue. Com
parison with some drawings, including an unpublished one in the private libraTy of the ]atta family at 
Ruvo, enabled these early restorations to be dated between 1833, the date w/un the tomb was dzscovered, 
and 1864. 

The same photographic evidence, together with scrutiny of the back of the panels, have permitted the cor
rect sequence of tlie paintings to be established, at least in part. They were executed on blocks which were 
removed, at the time of excavation, without any arder or precaution. 
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REGI1\.\ Poso 

The culture of jJictm·ial restoration in Apulia 
in the second ha(f of the nineteenth centwy 

Lack of documentation has made it difficult to analyse or deduce methods of intervention in the restom
tion of movable works of art attestin{{ to relations between Naples and Apulia in the earlier· nineteenth cen
tury. After the unification of Italy, Tiowever; exchanges between govemment institutions and Apulian com
missions fo'r conser·vation document, in the fonn o/ corresf;ondence, TejJorts, appmisals and tlie like, some 
aspects òf the restomtions conducted on rrfovable works of art. We thus 7mow the names of local 
painter-restorers called to appmise private collections, evaluate the state of deterioration of a painting and, 
z{ necessary, restare it (Samuele Tatulli, Luigi Stabile, Michele Galiani, Domenico Primavera). Fmm the 
beginning of the twentieth centwy the institutions had recouTSe to professional restoreTS coming ft:om other 
territories, wlw tested theiT skills and techniques in salvaging the medieval frescoes of the Cathedml of 
Nardò (Pietr-o Lecconi Principi from Rome), the frescoes of Santa Maria del Casale at Br-indisi and those of 
Santa Cater'ina at Galatina (Domenico Brizzi ftom Assisz) and the mosaics of Casamnello (Itala Bichi ana 
Lorenzo Bettaccini of the Opificio delle Pietre Dure in Florence). But these cases did not detennine, at least 
until the I 960s, a unif_onn policy of safeguard and pmper conservation of the pictorial her-itage, which con
tinued to be abandoned or- entrusted to inexpert restorers. 

LUCIN!A SPECIALE 

Sant'Angelo in Formis: the first restomtions (I 869-1902) 

The paper provides a mpid survey of the ardtival documentation relating to the first measures of conser
vation conducted on the pzctorial cycle of Sant'Angelo in Fonnis following the unification of Italy. 

An analysis of this documentation enables the chronology, procedures and tecliniques ofjntervention to 
be reconstructeil. It also throws light on the theoreticaror aTt-historical assumptions that guided the 
restomtion. Not by chance does it attest to the involvement of one o{ the founding Jathers o{ the history o{ 
Italian art, Giovan Battista Cavalcaselle. Alongside him is found a no less important, 6ut still large{y 
unfamiliar figure, that of Demetrio Salazaro, author of the first synoptic history of medieval art in Soutli
em Italy. 
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